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It’s been an amazing transformation so far. There is much more to come. We hope to see you 
for an important series of speakers and current practice successes for teaching struggling 
readers across the nation. Follow our building progress for now at funlearn.org/transform.

Save the Date - Oct. 5-7, 2023
Grand Opening Conference. It’s Real!
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Terretta 
Herzberg

Terretta Herzberg wasn’t always on the path of 
becoming a language therapist. She graduated 
from Wichita State University with a Criminal 
Justice degree. Her original plan was to become a 
police detective. 

However, her path eventually led her to what her 
late father knew she should always be… a teacher. 

“(My dad) passed away in August 2016, just weeks 
before my daughter received her dyslexia 
diagnosis,” said Herzberg. “He would be thrilled 
to know she is getting the help she needs, and 
that I’m finally where I’m supposed to be, myself.” 

After years of struggling in school, and years of 
the school saying “she’ll catch up,” Herzberg’s 
daughter, nicknamed Pirate, was finally diagnosed 
with dyslexia and dyscalculia in 4th grade. 

“I could not afford a language therapist… so I 
became one!” said Herzerg. 

Upon discovering the Phillips Fundamental 
Learning Center, she says she felt like she had 
hope. 

She originally only had plans to work with her 

own child, but she saw how alphabetic phonics 
was working in her and her confidence was 
coming back. 

“My pirate was finally experiencing JOY in 
learning,” said Herzberg. “I began working with a 
few other kids here and there, and since February 
2020, I am now a Certified Academic Language 
Therapist, working full-time with a bunch of 
‘Pirates!’ Getting our diagnoses changed our life! 
We embrace it! We see the gifts in it!”

During her training at PFLC, Herzberg said she 
felt like she had found her people, making her feel 
welcome, and she no longer felt like she was on 
an island. 

“Robin Meyen and Tammy Kofford were excellent 
instructors,” said Herzberg. “They (along with 
everyone at PFLC) have been a wonderful, 
continued, support system. They are invested in 
me and my daughter, and I am eternally grateful!”

You can find Herzberg on her Instagram page 
dedicated to language therapy and resources for 
other therapists: 
@mrsherzberg_dyslexiatherapist.

Therapist Features



Kellyn 
Sirach

Kellyn Sirach began her career as an elementary 
education teacher and quickly moved to teaching 
ELA to middle school students. She then went on 
to complete her graduate degree as a reading 
specialist. 

However, when Sirach graduated from grad 
school, she realized she knew nothing about how 
to actually teach children to read. 

Research led her to discover the Academic 
Language Therapy Association (ALTA) and the 
Certified Academic Language Therapist (CALT) 
certification. Because of her geographic location 
in the middle of Illinois, there are no centers or 
practices that offer this training outside of the 
Chicago area.

“I ended up seeing something about PFLC and 
offering virtual courses online, took a chance, 
signed up, and have not regretted it one bit,” said 
Sirach. “Robin & Cyndi are phenomenal QIs! They 
are so knowledgeable and made the learning 
engaging and applicable to my practice as a 
therapist. I am so thankful for them and their 
expertise!”
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Therapist Features

Sirach completed the CALT program with Take 
Flight. She is now a successful middle school 
specialist, but that is not where her efforts end. 
Sirach’s passion has led her to co-found Camp 
Monarch, Champaign-Urbana’s first ever summer 
camp for students with dyslexia. She also founded 
Reaching Every Reader, where she offers online 
reading assessments and tutoring specializing in 
students with atypical neuroprocessing issues. She 
is also a 2022-2023 policy fellow with Teach Plus 
Illinois.

“Every student deserves to learn how to read, 
regardless of where they live or go to school,” 
says Sirach. “Reading is a civil right and directly 
impacts quality of life. I want every single student 
to have the best life and as many opportunities as 
possible.” 

You can find Sirach on twitter, where she shares 
tips and advocacy for kids learning to read: 
@ksirach



Advanced Workshop #2

Advanced Workshop #1 

Structured Literacy Intervention Specialist 
2023 Advanced Workshops

NA

March 3, 2023  8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
March 31, 2023 8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.

Introductory Workshop #2

Introductory Workshop #1 

Structured Literacy Intervention Specialist 
2023 Introductory Workshops

Our courses are recognized by the Academic Language Therapy Association (ALTA) to certify Academic 
Language Therapists. Academic Language Therapy is the diagnostic and prescriptive application of 
Multisensory Structured Language, engineered to mitigate or remediate Written Language Disorders, 
including dyslexia. Certified Academic Language Therapists complete a series of study, practice, and ALTA 
requirements to provide intensive, results-driven science of reading instruction. You can apply graduate credit 
elective hours toward the Dyslexia and Literacy Interventionist Concentration through our adjunct instruc-
tor partnership with Friends University, indicated with a gold marker badge. 

Courses are newly named as “Structured Literacy Intervention Specialist” Courses by Friends University.
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Take Flight Level I

SEMINAR DATES
Day 4 - Feb. 10
8:30 am. - 4:30 p.m.

June 19-30   
8:30 a.m - 4 :30 p.m.

Advanced
Structured Literacy Intervention Specialist

Advanced Extension
Structured Literacy Intervention Specialist

July 17-21   
8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.

Become a Dyslexia and Literacy Interventionist

May 12, 2023  8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.

  April 14, 2023
  

8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.

Take Flight Level II
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Both Scottish Rite courses
qualify you for Graduate Credit

through our partnership
with Friends University

COURSE DATES
June 5-16
8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
July 24-Aug. 4
8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.

COURSE DATES
July 10-21
8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.

SEMINAR DATES
Days 3-4 - March 27-28
8:30 am. - 4:30 p.m.
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Lecture Series

“Take a Walk in Their Shoes” 
A Simulation

Thursday, April 6, 2023
5:30 p.m.

Dyslexia: Let’s Talk About It
3rd Thursday of Every Month

5:30 p.m.

This simulation of dyslexia helps a parent, a grand-
parent or an educator understand how a child feels 
in a setting that is not dyslexic friendly.  This simula-
tion is highly effective in raising awareness of why 
accommodations need to be in place to help 
children with dyslexia be successful in the class-
room. A fascinating experience, this is a popular 
event, so early registration is recommended.

Join us at Phillips Fundamental Learning Center in 
Wichita and listen as parents and professionals ask 
questions, share their experiences with dyslexia and 
hear how they solve the challenges a child with 
dyslexia faces. Learn from their personal stories and 
see first hand as we all learn together.  

DYSLEXIA INTERVENTION 
COURSE GUIDE

There has never been a more critical time to get Kansas kids 
reading! We know 70% of our kids are not reading at a proficient 
level by fourth grade, according to the 2022 NAEP scores. We 
also know 1 in 5 students are dyslexic. All children with reading 
struggles benefit from Science of Reading (SoR) instruction. PFLC 
literacy instructors are specialists when it comes to SoR.

For more information on courses offered at PFLC, along with 
course descriptions, take a look at the latest course guide. Visit 
our website or click the linked guide here. 
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We are looking for educators across Kansas who will raise their hand and say, “I’d like to be a Dyslexia 
Specialist Facilitator for my community.” By doing so, PFLC will provide financial assistance toward the 
appropriate training at our facility in order to obtain Certification as an Academic Language Therapist 
(CALT), allowing you to help us change thousands of children’s lives.

During the educational process, therapists at PFLC will mentor you as you work with educators in your 
district to identify children in need of assistance, assess those students, provide an appropriate intervention 
program that works, and build an intervention team in your district.

Points of Light Financial Assistance applications are now available for educators who would like 
to help us expand our reach to other communities across Kansas. We currently have committed individuals 
serving as facilitators in the points of light areas identified on the map below. Initial training will take place 
at PFLC. Applicants must be able to complete the two levels of training and pass all requirements to be a 
Certified Academic Language Therapist (CALT).

Introducing “Points of Light Across Kansas”

If you are interested in becoming a PLFC Facilitator, 
please give us a call at 316-684-READ (7323) or email 

Tammy Kofford at tkofford@funlearn.org

In her six podcast series, Sold a Story, Emily Hanford reports on the ways that teaching 
reading has been taught over the last 30 years and what may be failing the 70% of children 

unable to read proficiently at 4th grade. Easy and must listen for any parent or teacher.

are you listening?
soldastory.org



After years of testimony to Kansas state legislators requesting help for children with dyslexia in public 
schools, PFLC Executive Director, Jeanine Phillips, sees a sign of hope with the Kansas State Board of 
Education approving recommendations to teach children with dyslexia to read, write and spell. Jeanine was a 
member of the Legislative Dyslexia Task Force that proposed the following recommendations.

Key committee recommendations are:

• The Pre-Service & Inservice Committee recommended 
requiring Kansas public schools to offer 
professional development that reflects the “science of 
reading.” This committee’s recommendations also 
require colleges of education in Kansas to prepare 
pre-service teachers to teach literacy using what 
research has proven works.

•The Screening and Evaluation Processes Committee 
recommendations require every accredited school 
district to use appropriate research-identified screening 
tools to screen and identify children who are at risk or 
are dyslexic.

• The Evidence-Based Reading Practices Committee 
recommendations require accredited school districts to 
utilize structured literacy as the evidence-based 
approach to teaching literacy skills to all students and 
promote early intervention for students with 
characteristics of dyslexia.

• A fourth committee researched legal issues and policy established by other states around the country. 
Nearly 40 states have proposed and passed dyslexia legislation over the past five years, and Kansas is still 
waiting for mandates and funding that will help children with this common learning difference.

We invite you to read the entire report and its background sources.

Visit our website: funlearn.org/literacy-intervention-specialists

Kansas Dyslexia Task Force Recommendations
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1 of every 5 students has dyslexia.

- NAEP 2021 statistics
70% of 4th graders in Kansas cannot read at a proficient level.
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Phillips Fundamental Learning Center (PFLC) is honored to receive a $50,000 grant from Bank of America 
through their Neighborhood Champion program.

We are honored to be one of 42 organizations chosen across the country to receive this grant. It will allow 
us to better track the data from our students on campus, as well as those students being taught by 
teachers who are part of our training program.  We know that the tools we use to teach children with 
dyslexia can work for all kids.

In October, we celebrated with a check presentation and reception. 

PFLC Named Bank of America Neighborhood 
Champion, Receives $50,000 Grant



 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Structured Literacy 
Intervention Specialist 

 
Reading Handouts





 
 

Vowel Theme Song 
Alphabetic Phonics 

 
 

áC  

âçæ 

 
Vèæ 
 
 
ã 

A vowel in a closed syllable is short; code it with 
a breve. (Schedule I) 

 
A vowel in an open, accented syllable is long; 
code it with a macron. (Schedule I) 

 
 In an open unaccented syllable, e, o, and u are half long, i 
 is short and a is obscure Vèæ ï, ð, ñ, „, Ç  (Schedule IIIa) 
 
Two adjacent vowels in the same syllable may form a 

 digraph. (Schedule II)

 
VV, VV Two adjacent vowels in the same syllable may form a 

           digraph or a diphthong. (Schedule IIa, Schedule IIIa) 
 

Vr Vowel r forms a combination before any 
consonant except r. (Schedule IIB) 

 
â-é In a vowel consonant e syllable, the e is silent, the 

vowel is long; code it with a macron. (Schedule 
IIB) 

 

[fss
  

Bracket final stable syllable; accent the syllable before the 
‘[fss. (Schedule IIB



ai
ay

ei
ey

ea

au
aw

oa
oe

ow

ou
oo

ueee
ea

ei

ooie

vow
el digraph

2 adjacent vow
els that com

e together to m
ake 1 sound

U
nderline digraphs



ckphth
th

ch
ch

ch

ngsh

consonant digraph
2 adjacent letters that com

e together to m
ake 1 sound

U
nderline digraphs 



dge

tch

igh

trigraph
3 adjacent letters that com

e together to 1 sound
U

nderline trigraphs 



eigh
quadrigraph

4 adjacent letters that com
e together to m

ake 1 sound
U

nderline quadrigraph



er
ir

ur

arorquw
h

com
bination

2 adjacent letters that com
e together to m

ake an unexpected sound
A

rc com
inations



oi
oy

ou
ow

diphthong
2 adjacent vow

els that blend sm
oothly together

A
rc diphthongs 



[ble
[cle

[dle
[fle

[gle
[gle

[kle
[ple

[sle
[tle

[zle

Final Stable Syllable
Bracket FSS 



[tion
[sion

[ture
[dure

[tious
[cious

[cial
[cial

Final Stable Syllable
B

racket FSS 



 
 

 
 
 
 

Sentence Pre-review 

 
 
A sentence is a group of words that tells or asks something 
and expresses a complete thought.  A sentence begins with a 
capital letter and ends with a punctuation mark.  Pause at 
commas, stop at periods, change the pitch of your voice with 
question marks and exclamation points. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   

    
 

, . ? ! 
 



 
 

 
Diacritical Marks 

ü     breve 
‰     macron 
¡      circumflex 
¢      tilde 
È     dieresis 
ï ð ñ     modified macron 

Ç       tittle 

±     cedilla 
°     k back 
ch     underline digraph 
qu, oi    arc combinations, diphthongs 
³     g tail 
²     j dot 
s     voice line 
ç     accented 
è     unaccented 

 

 
 
 

 
 

 



 
 

 

Student Coding Responses 
 

Schedules I-II 
 

Vowel Situations: 
 

“A vowel in a closed syllable is short; code it with a breve.” 
Example: „t 
 

“A vowel in an open, accented syllable is long; code it with a macron.” 
   Example: sp‹’d¥ 

	
	 										“Two adjacent vowels in the same syllable may form a digraph.” 
   Example: fÒt 
 

“Vowel r forms a combination before any consonant except r.” 
 
     “A final stable syllable ends in le.  The consonant before the le stays with 

it, forming a syllable that is never accented. The e is silent. Code the final 
stable syllable with a bracket.” 

   Example: n„m’[blé 
 

“In a vowel consonant e syllable, the e is silent, the vowel is long; code 
it with a macron.” 
  Example: c‰ké 
 

 
Other Situations: 
 
“Circle learned words when coding:             Example: said 

    “Underline digraph  .”  Example: ng 
    “Code a with a tittle”   Example: Ç  
    “n before (k), code n with a g-tail.”   Example: ³ 
    “Box vowel/consonant suffix  .”  Example: ì 

“a after w, code a with a dieresis.”           Example: wÈsh 
    “Code c with a k back.”                     Example: °ăp 

“Underline trigraph ___.”                      Example: hăÁ 



 
 

Student Coding Responses-cont’d. 
 

Schedule III 
 
Vowel Situations: 

 
“A vowel in a closed syllable is short; code it with a breve.” 

Example: „t 
 

“A vowel in an open, accented syllable is long; code it with a macron.” 
   Example: sp‹’/d¥ 
	

“In an open unaccented syllable, e, o, and u are half long, i is short and a   
is obscure Vèæ ï, ð, ñ, „, Ç” 

  Example: ï/lƒct’  br„/g‰dé’     Ç/bout’ 
	

“Two adjacent vowels in the same syllable may form a digraph or a 
diphthong.” 

   Example: fÒt, boil 
 
     “A final stable syllable ends in le.  The consonant before the le stays with 

it, forming a syllable that is never accented. The e is silent. Code the final 
stable syllable with a bracket.” 

   Example: n„m’[blé 
 

“tion and sion are treated as final stable syllables. Code with a bracket. The 
accent falls on the syllable just before the fss. 

   Example: st‰’[tion   p¥ m„s’ [sion 
 

“In a vowel consonant e syllable, the e is silent, the vowel is long; code 
it with a macron.” 
  Example: c‰ké 

 

Other Situations: 
 “Code c with a cedilla.” Example: ±ĕll 
 “Box prefix  .” Example: ë





VCCV
1. [f.s.s, e

2. 

3. V  V    VCCV   VC/CV
label vowels, count and label consonants between vowels, divide between 

consonants 

4. ‘   V      V
accent and code vowels  

5. Read
read; adjust if  necessary

Check for affixes, final stable syllable, silent e

cc ŋ(k)
Check for digraphs, combinations, diphthongs, twin 

consonants, n before (k)
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